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Different  Types of Grain Damage
Heat Damage

• Common signs include

– Breakage/cracks

– Discoloration

– Shrinkage

• Causes

– Cargo stowed near a heated area on board e.g. fuel tank overheating.

• Impact

– Limited cargo damage

– Secondary mould damage adjacent
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Grain cargoes must be protected from surfaces where the 

temperature is likely to exceed 40°Celsius!
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• Main reason for the loss of harvest-fresh grain

– Grain has a self-insulating capacity 

– The grain kernel continues to live after the harvest and it breathes.

– Oxygen  is consumed during respiration and carbohydrates are 

converted into carbon dioxide and water, and heat is generated.

– Loss of dry matter and consequently loss in weight results from this 

respiration process. 

• Heat generation and thus respiration intensity depend on the moisture 

content of the stored grain and its temperature.

• Impact

– mould growth 

– oxidation of oil 

can affect a large proportion of the cargo, sometimes all!
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Different  Types of Grain Damage
Self-Heating
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• Definition

The ignition of a substance or body as a result of internal oxidation 

processes, without the application of an external source of heat. 

• All grain cargoes and seed cargoes that behave like grains must be carried 

strictly in accordance with the International Code for the Safe Carriage of 

Grain in Bulk (International Grain Code, 1991).
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Different  Types of Grain Damage
Spontaneous Combustion

The only possible way to obtain an early warning

of the start of  spontaneous combustion is by

monitoring the temperature of the cargo holds!
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• Ship’s/cargo sweat

• Causes

– Inherent vice of the cargo (pre-transit issue)

– Warm load/Late harvest

– Transit through hot and cold temperatures
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Different  Types of Grain Damage
Condensation Damage

Losses caused by these factors should be discussed with

suppliers for their corrective action.

Where a given problem persists, acceptance of such shipments 

should be reconsidered!
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• Is the condensation which occurs when the steelwork is cooled by external 

conditions leading to moisture deposition on the cold steel. 
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Different  Types of Grain Damage
Ship’s Sweat
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• Refers to the condensation that occurs on the exposed surface of the cargo 

as a result of warm, moist air introduced in to holds containing substantially 

colder cargo.

Different  Types of Grain Damage
Cargo Sweat
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• It is essentially a surface phenomenon and rarely penetrates more than a 

few centimetres into a stow.

• If the temperature of the outside air is at least 3° C below that of the cargo 

temperature taken at loading,  Masters may safely ventilate the cargo.
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Different  Types of Grain Damage
Impact

Preventing sweat by ventilation at sea according to the

“three degree rule”

Stable cargoes no mould growth possible

= have unlimited storage live
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• Is however a serious problem!

• May occur for many reasons but, irrespective of the cause of the 

temperature differential, the result will always be (where the moisture 

content is uniform) a movement of moisture from the warmer to the cooler 

parts of the cargo.

• The significance of potential moisture migration in a cargo depends of  the:

– Vapour Pressure differential in relation to the distance between the 

hotter and colder zone;

– Temperature of the hotter material and the temperature of the colder 

material to which moisture is migrating;

– Initial moisture content;

– Nature of the cargo;

– Ease with which the air may move through it.
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Different  Types of Grain Damage
Moisture Migration
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• The higher the moisture content % and the higher the cargo temperature 

on loading the less time the cargo can be stored without risk of going 

mouldy. 

• Grain cargoes shipped with average moisture content in the region of 12 to 

14% have a high risk of going mouldy during the voyage. 

– The risk increases significantly if average moisture content exceeds 

14%.

• For storage over an indefinite period and for safe transport, the moisture 

content in any part of a consignment should not be greater than the 

equivalent of 65 % relative humidity, at the temperature of the grain at the 

time of being taken into store or of commencing transportation. (ISO 6322 

*storage of cereals and pulses Para. 6.2.2.3.) = limit of stability

• More realistic limit of stability : max 70% Equilibrium Relative Humidity
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Different  Types of Grain Damage
General Rules
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Grain Damage
Needs for a Valid Claim Under the Insurance Policy

• The damage must have occurred at the place or during the voyage 

described in the policy

• Damage occurred during the insured period

• Damage was caused by a peril or risk insured under the given cover
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• Apparent sound condition at the inception of the risk

– Clean B/L or other transport document

– Quality/Quantity certificates at load (moisture certificate)

• Damaged when cover ends

– Delivery documents with reserves

– Letter of protest

– Survey report
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Grain Damage
During the Voyage – Insured period
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• A “risk” being defined as something which might happen, a fortuitous

external occurrence, which does not include losses of an inevitable nature

• Antwerp Marine Policy

– Burden of proof shifts to the insurer

• “Named Perils” under English conditions

– Need to prove the occurrence of an insured peril
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Grain Damage
Caused by a Peril or Risk Insured Against
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• Definition 

– Inherent vice ≠  damage must inevitably happen

– damage caused by an external occurrence

versus

damage resulting solely from the nature of the thing itself = inherent vice

“The underwriter is not liable for that loss or deterioration which arises 

solely from a principle of decay or corruption inherent in the subject insured, 

or as the phrase is, from its proper vice; as when fruit becomes rotten, or 

flour heats, or wine turns sour, not from external damage, but entirely from 

internal decomposition. “ (cfr. Arnould’s Law of Marine Insurance and 

Average (1981))”
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Grain Damage
Excluded from Cover: Inherent Vice
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• So if spontaneous combustion is generated from the effervescence or other 

chemical change of the thing insured, arising from its having been put on 

board wet or otherwise damaged, the underwriter is not liable; but it lies 

upon him to show clearly that the fire really arose from this cause.

• Inherent vice will afford a defence for insurers where the sole cause of loss 

is the internal decomposition or deterioration of the subject matter insured 

unless the policy provides a wider cover!

• It is important to verify if the loss was not a combination of causes! 

• In the great majority of cases the cargo’s inherent propensity to deteriorate 

may or may not manifest itself in damage depending on the ambient 

conditions of stowage and the way it is handled. 
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Grain Damage
Excluded from Cover: Inherent Vice (continued)
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Extension of cover is indispensable

Cover is so valuable that it needs to be treasured

• How?

– Loss prevention 

– Risk control programme demands special skills/knowledge 

– Statistical data are valuable tool 

– Long term solid relationships > excellent environment to control risks 
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Grain Damage
Conclusion
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• Use your broker as an advisor and valued partner!

• Insurance is more than obtaining cover and payment of physical damage!

• Only when using the insurance investment sensibly it will support your 

business!
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Grain Damage
Final Remarks
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Contact

Karin van Batenburg

karin.vanbatenburg@marsh.com

Phone: +32 3 286 63 24
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